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EXECUTIVE’S COLUMN

But it’s just water, isn’t it?

New standard addresses water quality for closed-loop hydronic systems.

BY MARK EATHERTON

During the late, great Les Nelson’s last AHR conference in Chicago back in

2018, he asked me what our hydronics industry needed the most. He was on

a mission to increase the visibility of the Radiant Professionals Alliance and

give the industry something that it could really use. At the time, I was the

service manager for a large hydronic concern here in Colorado. We had just

replaced a bunch of mechanical equipment on a large complex that had

failed within its warranty coverage period. The equipment manufacturer had

required a copy of the water quality analysis report for the property. They

wanted to see the pH, total dissolved solids, conductivity, oxygen content,

total suspended solids and concentration of chlorides.

Fortunately, when this system was originally sold, it included a

comprehensive water treatment program utilizing some chemicals that

ensured we were in compliance with their companies’ water quality

standards. Prior to this time, closed-loop system water quality was not on top

of mind as it pertained to closed-loop hydronic systems. The general attitude

of hydronic contractors was, “It’s just water, isn’t it?”

Mark Eatherton

President and owner of

Intelligent Radiant Solutions

and former director of the

Radiant Professionals

Alliance

For hundreds of years, the equipment that was employed for hydronic systems had very thick walls. The

boilers and the heat emitters were made of thick cast iron. It was accepted that some parent material

would be lost to oxidation without compromising the heat exchangers integrity. In fact, it was thought that

if the water was black, it was considered “Plumbers’ Black Gold” and was an indication that the residual

oxygen had been consumed through the process of oxidation and the water was considered “dead.” As it

pertained to piping and distribution systems, most of these older systems also utilized metal pipes (steel,

copper, cast iron �ttings) and the systems were not subject to oxygen di�usion through the walls of the

tubing or pipes used to transport these �uids through the systems. The times, they are a-changin’.

In the end, the standard can be adopted by
individual contractors looking to enhance their
position within the industry. The standard was
dedicated to the memory of Les Nelson, a tireless
warrior for the hydronics industry.

Today’s systems are comprised of various metals, including di�erent classi�cations of stainless steel, steel,

aluminum, copper, cast iron and a signi�cant amount of plastic tubing, which allows oxygen to di�use

through the walls of the tubing. So, with all of this in mind, I told Les that our industry badly needed a

water quality standard for closed-loop hydronic systems. He said he’d begin the process of �ling the

necessary paperwork to get this initial concept under development for a recognized national standard.

Unfortunately, Les passed away before we were able to assemble the necessary brain power to construct

the standard. But it did not end there. We moved the e�ort forward with the support and help of the good

folks at IAPMO.

Participants were solicited, and a large group of a�ected industries was well represented from throughout

of the industry including equipment manufacturers, tubing manufacturers, chemical manufacturers, system

designer/engineers, equipment manufacturer representatives, labor unions and installing contractors. All

told, the initial solicitation ended up with 23 people representing all facets of our industry from both North

American and European concerns. Europe is many years ahead of North America as it pertains to having

an actual standard. In fact, we had access to numerous standards from which we were able to extract

portions of the new standard. We met numerous times between August 2020 and August 2021 and

assembled this standard, known as American National Standards Institute/IAPMO H1001.1, Standard for

Quality of Heat Transfer Fluids Used in Hydronics Systems.

After many hours of meeting, the �nal standard included both a chemical and non-chemical treatment

program. The process of developing this standard included a public review and comment period to give

industry peers the opportunity to review the standard and to make public comments as it pertained to the

standard. After this rigorous process was completed, the standard was accepted and the necessary

paperwork put in place to make it an ANSI/IAPMO standard. It is the hope of the committee that this

standard will be adopted by jurisdictions having authority to ensure the standard is put in place and

provide guidance for contractors who are responsible for designing, installing and maintaining these

systems, and provide warranty protection to the consumer to ensure that their systems warranty is kept

intact.

In the end, the standard can be adopted by individual contractors looking to enhance their position within

the industry. The standard was dedicated to the memory of Les Nelson, a tireless warrior for the hydronics

industry.

For more information or to purchase a copy of the standard, visit

https://iapmomembership.org/store/iapmo-ansi-h1001-1-2021/1142/.

Thank you to all of the participants and IAPMO sta� who helped to produce this very comprehensive

standard. And thank you to Les Nelson for having the foresight to help further the hydronics industry.

Mark Eatherton is the former director of the Radiant Professionals Alliance (RPA), and owner and president of Intelligent

Radiant Solutions.
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Fossil fuel awareness pushes increased
demand for radiant heating systems

Radiant heating grows in all market sectors, need for training and skilled labor rises.

BY NATALIE FORSTER

Photo courtesy of vm / E+ / via Getty Images

The radiant heating market is one that took the industry by storm in the early 2000s. More than two

decades later, the acceptance and applications of radiant systems have grown exponentially. Experts

describe the radiant heating market in 2022 as “consistent” and “expanding,” citing labor, material and

logistic uniformity shortages as the top challenges hindering radiant projects.

Ryan Westlund, senior manager, REHAU, says the acceptance of radiant systems has been more

common in recent years. “We are seeing consistent demand for both residential and commercial. Though

it’s not spiking in growth as it was at beginning of the millennia,” he says. “As knowledge spreads among

engineers, and as their experience base and con�dence in the systems grow, there’s less fear about being

the vanguard in a ‘new technology.’ They are using something they’ve used successfully in previous

projects.”

Jan Andersson, president of MrPEX Systems, agrees, pointing out that while radiant has grown, it is still a

small �sh in a big pond when comparing the entire heating market. “The general awareness of radiant

heat has become a lot more widespread,” he says. “The market is still growing every year; however, as

compared to more traditional means to heat structures, it still represents a small percentage of the overall

heating market.”

The unique design of WarmlyYours' Prodeso Uncoupling membrane allows for greatly accelerated installations of radiant
�oor heating—in fact, most �oor heating installs with this membrane can be completed in a single day.

Photo courtesy of WarmlyYours

Growth in residential and commercial markets

The radiant heating market has always been relatively well known for its popular radiant �oor heating

systems in residential applications, but experts say today the commercial market is presenting ample

opportunity as well.

Josef Marcum, radiant design engineer at Viega, says the radiant heating market is stable in the

residential market and growing in the commercial market. “Universities, hospitals and large commercial

projects are using radiant to create more energy-e�cient buildings,” he says. “It really helps ‘green’ up the

commercial building industry.”

Julia Billen, owner and president of WarmlyYours, points out the volatile housing market has pushed

some homeowners to invest in more renovating projects. “The radiant heating market has been extremely

strong over the last couple of years. In fact, it's been outperforming the housing market, both of which are

historically very strongly correlated,” she says. “This is largely because of high home prices and now high-

interest rates pushing some buyers out of the market, which has left a sizable amount of money to be

sublimated into renovating expenditures (such as installing �oor heating) instead of home buying.”

Billen adds that residential bathrooms and kitchens will continue to be frontrunners in that radiant heating

market, but the company has seen a signi�cant uptick in sales for home o�ces during and after the

pandemic, and the commercial market is presenting some new opportunities as well. “Electric �oor

heating will always have a large share of the residential market, but the commercial market may contain

signi�cant opportunities for growth for radiant heating as property managers seek to create enticing

spaces for workers returning to physical o�ces,” she says.

Dave Sniadak, manager of public relations, Uponor, agrees, stating that home retro�t projects are driving

the radiant heating market. “With more and more homes serving double duty as residence and workplace,

people are spending more time at home than ever before. This shift in lifestyle has o�ered up

opportunities to retro�t radiant into spaces homeowners had not considered in the past. This shift also

aligns with consumers' desire to have a healthier indoor environment, as radiant improves indoor air

quality, o�ers superior energy e�ciency, and comfort throughout the home,” he says. “While commercial

radiant continues to be a strong market, Uponor is seeing incremental opportunities in the residential

market due to this retro�tting trend.”

REHAU radiant �oor heating system installed in a recent
residential hallway and bathroom.

Photo courtesy of REHAU

A REHAU snowmelt heating system installed under a
driveway.

Photo courtesy of REHAU

Customer needs and challenges

As radiant heating systems become more popular in new commercial applications, and as installation

ramps up due to more residential retro�ts, the need for training and education continues to rise.

“The greatest need today is access to design services and competent installation guidance,” Sniadak

says. “Getting the proper radiant design training from a reputable manufacturer or working with a design

professional to assist with the layout is the best way to ensure optimal system performance. As any

radiant contractor knows, once the system is installed, it is almost impossible to �x a bad design.”

Naturally, the ongoing lack of skilled labor and the need for more training go hand-in-hand.

“Labor shortages and the lack of trained workers in the �eld a�ect both the contractor and end-user,”

Marcum states. “Certain regions of the U.S. are more developed when it comes to skill level, but Viega

o�ers both training and products that help close the gap.”

The need for experienced people applies to all levels of the supply chain, as well as the multiple trade

industries needed to install radiant heating systems.

“I feel that the biggest challenge is to �nd experienced people," Andersson points out. "This goes up and

down the chain, but as radiant heat becomes more popular, knowledgeable installers will be a must as

radiant heat systems are di�cult to retro�t if something is not designed or installed correctly."  

Billen adds that education is needed outside of the plumbing industry as well. “One of the most common

customer needs for both professional and homeowner customers has been the need for experienced

radiant heating installers. Even the most seasoned tile installer only has a fraction of their total projects

involve radiant heat, so oftentimes they can use a hand when they encounter something they're unfamiliar

with in the �eld,” she says. “To address this need, we developed a service branch for our business, called

SmartServices, with options where we can either install the �oor heating system directly, provide remote

installation supervision, or perform onsite installation training.”

In addition to a more skilled workforce, radiant heating pros point out that obtaining raw materials needed

to make product has continued to be a challenge.

“The greatest challenge over the last year has been the raw goods needed to make the products and

then the logistical nightmare that has plagued all industries, especially the construction industry this year,”

Marcum says.

Billen agrees, noting that relationships between local vendors have been key to working through supply

chain challenges.

“Perhaps the biggest challenge that the radiant heating industry faces today is concerning logistics,

particularly from overseas vendors that supply us with components and materials,” she says. “There are

ongoing issues that cause inventory shortages and shipping delays, which can negatively impact our

customers. We're addressing this challenge by developing relationships with more vendors in our local

markets to ensure that we'll have access to the components and materials we need.”

Supply chain challenges are not the only logistic challenges the radiant heat market has to overcome.

“Every building is slightly di�erent, but nearly all speci�ers are posed with a similar question at some

point in the design charrette, ‘How much energy will a radiant heating and cooling system save me, and

what is my payback?’” Westlund says. “Without getting into complex EnergyPlus models, we are seeing

most systems can save 30% to 35% of heating and cooling energy, by implementing a radiant-hybrid

system paired with DOAS. Across most common building types and the plurality of climates, this has

proven to be true. That said, everyone seems to prefer more nuanced tools to help support what we have

anecdotally known for some time.”

“The opportunity to educate consumers and
professionals alike on retrofitting a space with
radiant is very exciting.” — DAVE SNIADAK, UPONOR

Home retro�t projects are driving the radiant heating market, notes Uponor's Dave Sniadak.

Photo courtesy of Uponor

A shift in mindset for e�ciency

Radiant heating systems are known for providing long-term energy savings, but the challenge has always

been getting end-users to see the big picture, given the initial investment it takes to choose or convert to

radiant. All buildings and homeowners want to achieve energy savings, and with a national push toward

decarbonization, radiant heat professionals say end-users need a greater understanding of long-term

sustainability vs. energy savings.

“Previous discussions were always about energy savings, but we are starting to receive more inquiries

and interest in the carbon footprint and embedded energy associated with the sourcing and

manufacturing of HVAC components,” Westlund says. “Everyone acknowledges that radiant systems, or

more speci�cally the thermal mass, have to be part of the discussion when we plan a net-zero building.”

Andersson points out that people need to understand the di�erence between regular convective forced-

air systems and radiant systems. “Once they do, it is an easy choice given the opportunity to not only use

energy e�cient heat sources but also have a very e�cient delivery system to allow you to zone better

and focus on where the heat needs to be delivered.”

Marcum says there is a common misconception about indoor comfort when it comes to radiant heat. “A

big misconception is that a temperature number like 72° correlates with human comfort,” he says. “People

must understand that you can be more comfortable at lower temperatures for radiant heating and higher

temperatures for radiant cooling, compared to an air system. With the temperature set point decrease in

heating and increase in cooling, we can lower our energy requirements.”

Continued growth

Despite education, labor and supply chain challenges, professionals expect the radiant heat market to

continue to grow.

“I expect to see a growing number of low-temperature commercial heating systems with states and cities

banning fossil fuels in the years to come so this will increase the demand for radiant because low temp air

systems require trunk work that is very large and that increases the overbuilding size,” Marcum says.

“Radiant systems will continue to increase in the commercial segment to help lower overall construction

cost. If you can cut your trunk sizes in half then you could lower the size of the building by maybe 12

inches per �oor, if you had a 14-story building that is 14 feet less material you need use to construct your

building, or it’s a free 15th �oor you can rent out.”

According to Billen, the future of radiant looks bright as the country continues to become more aware of

the impacts of fossil fuels. “With increased awareness of the impacts of fossil fuels on our environment,

we fully expect to see signi�cant growth in the electric �oor heating market as people seek out better,

more energy e�cient options for heating,” she says. “We also expect to see more and more customers

combining their electric �oor heating systems with programmable thermostats to further increase their

e�ciency.”

Westlund agrees, stating that the market is aging, so the need for continuous innovations for ease of

installation will grow.

“As the market becomes more mature, there will be a need for innovations in the accessory area to

reduce costs of time and installation," he says. "We are seeing this in the European markets REHAU serves

since they are a little ahead of us. Another example we are seeing in other countries is mass timber

projects – where the building’s skeletal structures are timber versus steel or concrete. These carbon-

sensitive projects highlight the resilience and adaptability of hydronic radiant systems in di�erent building

designs.”

Sniadak says Uponor �nds it exciting to continue educating customers about the bene�ts of radiant heat.

“The opportunity to educate consumers and professionals alike on retro�tting a space with radiant is very

exciting," he says. "Through a range of potential installed applications — from knobbed mats laid down on

existing slab, to aluminum plates installed under sub�oors — the potential to enjoy the bene�ts of radiant

without the need to rebuild foundation and �ooring is accessible to a wide range of homes across the

country.”

Natalie Forster is chief editor of Supply House Times.
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Today’s Technology to Market (T2M) –
the bidirectional thermal district

District systems o�er more cost-e�ective means of heating and cooling.

BY RICK BOSTIAN

Photo courtesy of Getty Images

District systems, which have been around for centuries, provide buildings with a product created with

technology beyond what an individual can either a�ord or apply. The primary advantage is the delivery of

more cost-e�ective heating or cooling to the building.

Today’s technology consists of bidirectional heating and cooling and sharing for HVAC and water heating

— one set of pipes, maybe part as only one-pipe, for two primary advantages:

�. Provide an owner with a source of energy to reduce the costs of both installation and operation;

and

�. Share energy among buildings.

A climate change goal is to slow consumption in the face of increasing demand. How does one

accomplish that without changes to the building, to heat and cool with less electricity and/or fossil fuel?

Individual buildings use less energy through higher e�ciency and by reclaiming heat.

Cooling waste heat to heat spaces or water in the building, then in the district;

All the equipment operates in the sweet spot — existing technology;

Minimize the e�ect of outdoor temperature versus forced operation at extremes; and

Sharing among buildings: Refrigeration to heating homes; homes heating schools or extended

care facility water; o�ces heat apartments; etc.

The district, especially in the startup phase, addresses an imbalance in the district after sharing.  

As buildings, even homes, become better insulated, most will have excess heat. Most commercial

buildings have excess heat. Hot water requires heat. A district functions as �rst stage recovered heat,

second stage thermal opportunity and last stage new energy.

Currently, an individual building rejects unwanted hot air or cold air into the atmosphere. This is less

e�cient, and this wasted energy is unable to be shared. The district may reject this individual building’s

heat or cold to a non-conditioned space in multiple ways and may use better technology, but only after

“sharing the energy” among other buildings that may want either the unwanted heat or cold. If a district is

short on heat, then the district has multiple ways to add heat, but only after the net energy available as

“waste” from another building has been used.

One key point is individual buildings heat or cool water as required. The district only heats or cools water

— never at the same time — to a speci�c operating range. The district has options to add or remove heat

not available to building owners. The same logic for one-way districts can also be applied to a

bidirectional district, but only after the bidirectional concept's net energy e�ect has taken place. High-

e�ciency central boilers eliminate ine�ciency.

One-way districts �ght thermal losses — or the di�erence in temperature to the ground temperature. A

bidirectional district operates best at ground temperature.

One-way districts only provide heating or cooling and do not have the ability to do both or share. In

heating, one-way districts deal with insulation issues and stress from high temperatures and pressure,

which are eliminated by bidirectional distribution at ground temperature. When cooling, many districts

must employ a high-temperature di�erential for water from the time it enters the building to when it leaves

and returns to the central plant. The bidirectional district goal is exactly the opposite: Net zero in the

building or at least within the operating range to avoid new energy.

A bidirectional district at ground temperature brings into play “thermal opportunities,” using various

means to either add heat from anything hotter than the ground or reject heat to anything cooler than the

ground or to the ground itself. The ideal temperature of wastewater is the same as the district target

range. You can trade energy by putting both pipes in the same ditch. Dewatering and runo� to irrigation

and retention is in a large category called GeoExchange, which includes traditional geothermal boreholes

or ditches and the entire class of surface water, from lakes and rivers to water wells and aquafers. This

works to the advantage of the district, especially when coupled with all known renewables, including

storage.

The bidirectional district represents HVAC and water operating with today’s technology in the sweet spot;

energy e�ciency in the street plus sharing to a ground-friendly range. The individual building operates

with every conventional or hybrid HVAC system more e�ciently and now shares among water heating

and wastewater, as well — probably not all at once, even in new construction, but in a phased transition.

Existing buildings in the district have available energy e�ciency in the street and may only use the district

initially to heat water or heat and cool ventilation air to meet new standards. The existing equipment

could be phased out later, or it may evolve to the advantage of the district as the district matures.

Buildings with GeoExchange will operate at even lower energy use.

In the end, the district has multiple goals:

Enable the building to net energy and use less;

Reduce new energy required; and

Provide revenue to the “owner” of the district as an energy services provider. Utility companies

still bill for consumption. The bidirectional source is a long-term, high-quality investment with long

life, low maintenance, and does not deteriorate over time.

Rick Bostian is chairman of the Hydronic Industry Alliance — Commercial (HIA-C), and business development manager for

WaterFurnace International.
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Retro�tting radiant in residential

Radiant products ideal for retro�t applications.

BY KIM BLISS

With homes now doing dual duty as both a residence and a workplace, many people are spending

double the time in the same space. This lifestyle shift has launched a home-renovation trend for people

who are looking to change their current living spaces to better align with the needs of life and work in one

place.

Since this trend is also coinciding with a focus on healthier indoor environments, more and more

homeowners are looking to retro�t radiant �oor heating into their homes due to the superior energy

e�ciency, indoor air quality and exceptional comfort the system provides.

To maximize this opportunity for your radiant business, make sure you’re aware of these products and

applications that are ideal for residential radiant retro�ts.

Aluminum plates

Aluminum is an excellent conductor of heat, so using aluminum heat-transfer plates is an e�ective way to

install a high-performing radiant �oor heating system when installation on the surface of the �oor is not an

option. The plates fasten to the underside of the sub�oor between the joists and feature a channel down

the middle where the piping locks into place. A “stamped” aluminum heat-transfer plate features the

piping channel on the face (or top) of the plate that fastens to the sub�oor, so the pipe must be installed

�rst and then the plate is fastened to the underside of the sub�oor. An “extruded” aluminum heat-transfer

plate has a channel on the underside of the plate, so the plate can �rst be fastened to the sub�oor and

then the pipe can be installed. Note that after installation, it is important to add a minimum R-11 �berglass

insulation into the joist bay snug against the plates to prevent downward heat loss.

Extruded aluminum heat-transfer plates are �rst fastened to the underside of the sub�oor before the piping is installed.

Knobbed mats

Knobbed mats are becoming a more widely used option for radiant �oor heating due to their ease of use.

Available with or without insulation built in underneath, the mats come pre-formed with knobs throughout

the surface which make it easy to “snap” the pipe into place. Simply adhere the mats to the concrete slab

or wood sub�oor and press the pipe between the knobs (either by foot or by hand). After the pipe is

installed, it is then covered with lightweight gypsum concrete to create a smooth, solid surface for the

�ooring.

Knobbed mats are available with or without insulation underneath to maximize installation e�ciencies and speed project
schedules.

Wood panels

With typical thicknesses of only a half inch, wood radiant panels are an ideal solution for residential

remodeling and retro�t applications. The panels simply fasten to the plywood sub�oor and feature a

groove down the center for the piping placement. An aluminum sheet on the bottom of the panel

increases heat transferability. This method o�ers several advantages in addition to the minimal increase in

�oor height, including no moisture from concrete overpours and increased BTU output potential over joist

heating.

Wood radiant panels provide several advantages in radiant retro�ts, including minimal increase in �oor height, no moisture
from concrete overpours and increased BTU output potential over joist heating.

Joist clips

For homeowners simply looking for �oor warming without needing to heat the space, joist clips are a

good option. The clips simply fasten to the underside of the sub�oor between the joists and suspend the

PEX from the sub�oor. Like aluminum plates, it is important to add �berglass insulation after the piping is

installed. However, unlike aluminum plates where the insulation must be snug against the plate, in joist

clip installations, there must be an inch gap between the PEX pipe and the insulation. This creates an air

gap below the sub�oor which will enable the heat to better transfer to the �oor.

Floor warming with joist clips is a great option when homeowners are looking for warm feet, but don’t need any additional
heat.

Beyond the �oors

When �oor installation isn’t an option, consider radiant walls or ceilings. Knobbed mats and wood panels

are perfect for radiant wall applications, and aluminum plates are great for radiant ceilings. Some

installers have even used radiant in really unique applications, such as behind bathroom mirrors to keep

them from fogging up or within towel racks so homeowners can enjoy a warm towel right out of the

shower. There have even been installations where radiant pipe was embedded in kitchen counters to

keep the surface warm for food.

Radiant walls are a great way to heat a space when surface �oor or under�oor heating is not an option.

Wireless controls

For complete freedom in thermostat placement without the hassle of running wires, there are wireless

radiant control systems available that make installs faster and easier for the contractor and provide

greater system control for homeowners. These systems can manage multiple thermostats and actuators

for various zones in a home, and some products even feature automatic balancing. This technology

calculates the actual energy need of single rooms and adapts the heat output of each loop by controlling

the actuator’s on and o� cycle. This means a short loop might get 20% on time while a long loop might

get 60%. The automatic balancing continues through the seasons and throughout the household’s

changing lifestyle and usage patterns, removing the need for manual balancing and providing greater

energy e�ciency for the system.

Wireless radiant control systems provide freedom of thermostat placement and eliminate the need to run wires in a wall.

Proper design

No matter the product, application, or control system you choose, a good design is always paramount for

any radiant project — new or retro�t. Getting the proper radiant design training from a reputable radiant

system manufacturer or having a radiant design professional do the design for you is the best way to

ensure the system will perform properly. As any good radiant contractor knows…once the system is

installed, it’s nearly impossible to �x a bad design.

LoopCAD is an excellent radiant software program for creating professional layout drawings, load calculations, hydronic
calculations and 3D CAD views.

For further information about residential radiant retro�ts, visit uponor.com/radiant or visit the

radiantprofessionalsalliance.org, heatinghelp.com or healthyheating.com.

Kim Bliss is the technical and marketing content manager at Uponor. She can be reached at kim.bliss@uponor.com.
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RPA NEWS

Energy policy in the United States puts the
cost burden on the building owner

BEST 6.0 — where examples become speci�cs to know your building’s HVAC and water heating

estimated usage. All you need to know is where your building is located and the size of your building.

BEST 6.0 is free software that allows every engineer to describe the HVAC and water heating methods

to the point where every contractor can budget that system per square foot.

BEST 6.0 then compares the system as described against the building load and utility costs. The output

includes nine color reports with graphs and detail on when and where energy consumption is possible.

The detail opens the dialog between the asset manager and the design team for informed decisions

early before money is spent on modeling software that requires speci�c detail of design or redesign.

BEST 6.0 does not replace EnergyPlus, it identi�es, based on the owners’ requirements, what will be key

considerations for the life of the building and the impact of costs — utilities, installation and life.

Why hydronic systems o�er a solution is why BEST 6.0 is free:

1. Hydronics is the lowest-cost horsepower to move comfort in a building by a factor of 10 – 15;

2. There is no GWP or carbon footprint caused by water (GWP=0);

3. Net energy;

A problem with cooling is rejecting more heat than removed from the building;

Compressor heat and dumping it in the atmosphere — “urban heat;”

A problem with decarbonization is water heating cost;

Solution — net energy;

Produce comfort at the lowest cost — less horsepower;

Cooling as a source for heating — energy NET — sharing;

Heat recovery not “heat” rejected;

4. BEST 6.0 identi�es when and where opportunities exist for HVAC and wastewater;

5. BEST 6.0 is largely about cost — your system input against your cost input; and

BEST 6.0 wizards included hundreds of examples — your team makes the output reports about

your building at your cost.

Hydronic system advantages — It is why BEST 6.0 is free. It is time for thermodynamics and cost to be

front and center versus marketing rhetoric that does not address your building and your cost.

The energy e�ciency burden in North America is on the owner — “Know before you buy.”  BEST 6.0 is

free. You deserve an explanation. BEST 6.0 is easy and fast — and you can do it yourself.     

For more information, visit www.hia-c.org.

A problem with energy consumption is using it — one-way �ow;

Move energy at the lowest cost — less electricity;

The BASE load in a building — heat and cool HVAC and water — the ability to NET;

What and when heating and cooling throughout the entire building HVAC and water heating,

ventilation air to wastewater;

Cooling is an answer to heating;

If you are heating water, you should be cooling with water;

radiantpros.org
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Embedded code will run in preview and on published site

If you want more coding flexibility, we recommend using a coded element created in the Code Editor.
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